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Abstract
Tracking of video targets is the process of estimating the current and predicting
the future state of a target from a sequence of video sensor measurements. Multitarget video
tracking is complicated by the fact that targets can occlude one another and affect video feature
measurements in a highly non-linear and difficult to model fashion., Tracking multiple targets
that undergo repeated mutual occlusions is a challenging problem with several issues to be
addressed. In this paper we propose a multisensory fusion approach to the problem of
multitarget video tracking with occlusion. Each sensory cue is treated as a scoring system on the
set of possible target tracks. Scoring behavior is characterized by a rank-score function, defined
by Hsu and Taksa [11]. A diversity measure defined by Hsu, Chung and Kristal [7] is used based
on the variation in rank-score functions. We describe the importance of using the rank-score
function in the combination of multiple scoring systems for tracking multiple targets with
repeated target occlusion, in particular in the process of hypothesis pruning and feature
selection. We present experimental results for 12 video sequences from a variety of situations
that demonstrate that our approach can be used to design a feature and fusion selection criterion
that improves video tracking performance for situations with multiple, mutually occluding
targets.
1. Introduction
Tracking of targets automatically in video is a problem with a number of applications,
including automated surveillance, robotics and virtual reality, amongst others. However, it
remains a difficult problem, especially when handling video with multiple targets and crowded
scenes [6]. Unfortunately, a video camera looking at an airport lobby or a busy city intersection
will have exactly this kind of scene, and this motivates our interest in finding an approach to
tracking that works well in such cases.
The image of a video (or information from a sensor) can be a very rich source of information
about a target: image position, image velocity, color properties, shape properties and so forth.
Fusing multiple sources of sensory information therefore is an appealing way to make tracking
more robust [24]. Existing approaches to sensory fusion for video tracking have tended to fall
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into one of three categories: statistical approaches, physical modeling approaches and heuristic
approaches. In this paper we propose a new approach based on the emerging field of
Combinatorial Fusion Analysis (CFA) (see [7]) which has been applied to other fields such as
information retrieval, pattern recognition, virtual screening and drug discovery, and protein
structure prediction ([8],[11],[15] and [26]).
Much work has been done in fusion for multisensory video tracking in the past. They can be
divided into three categories: statistical, physical and heuristic. The first category, and arguably
the largest, represents the sensory measurements as random variables whose probability density
functions can be characterized and used to define a sensory fusion operation. The target tracking
community has developed a number of such elegant approaches [1]. These include the Kalman
filter, Reid’s Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithms [20], the result by Cox and
Hingorami [3], Sharma’s [22], Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Maximum A Posterior (MAP)
formulations, and the results of Rasmussen and Hager [19]. If the image generation process can
be modeled in sufficient detail, then this physical model can be used to determine how sensory
measurements should be fused. This gives rise to the second category of work in fusion: physical
modeling by Nandhakumar and Aggarwal [17]. The final category of work is the heuristic
category. The fusion of data in this case is based on a proposed heuristic measurement, derived
from a pragmatic appreciation of the nature of the problem. These results include Checka and
Wilson [2], Loy et al [14], and Snidaro et al [23].
The statistical and physical modeling approaches both rely on being able to model
correctly and efficiently the relationship between feature measurements and target state.
However, when one or more targets engage in repeated mutual occlusions, the relationship
between targets and feature measurements can become highly non-linear and very difficult to
model. The heuristic approaches sidestep this problem by adopting an approximate, rather than
exact statistical or physical model. The disadvantage is, however, that there is no guarantee of
performance.
The work described in this paper follows a new approach to the problem of fusion for
video tracking that can encompass the three categories described. It does not assume a single
statistical or a physical modeling approach. It does not propose a specific heuristic rule or
architecture for fusion. Instead, our approach relies on the measurement data themselves and
then use the diversity between these measurements to determine the best fusion rule. Our
principal tool is the emerging field of Combinatorial Fusion Analysis (or CFA) [7]-[8], [10], [11]
-[15]). The use of CFA has several distinct characteristics which distinguish it from existing
fusion approaches (see e.g., [24]-[25]). It is bottom-up and does not impose a model on the
measurements. It begins by incorporating a variety of scoring systems obtained at the data level
or the decision level. At the data level, these multiple scoring systems represent different sensory
cues, features, or combinations of cues and/or features. At the decision level, they are derived
from methods such as statistics, physical modeling, heuristics, analysis, combinatorics and
computation. We refer readers to the book chapter [7] for a survey, summary and description of
CFA. In this paper, we mainly use CFA at the data level to represent cues or features as multiple
scoring systems. In our approach, we consider: (a) both score and rank function for each feature
or piece of evidence to be combined, and explores the interaction between the two functions, and
(b) both combinatorial possibility and computational efficiency for combining multiple scoring
systems.
In Section 2, we present a fusion framework for tracking applications that supports the
evaluation of the combinatorial options for fusion; selection of fusion operation as well as the
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selection of which subset of cues to fuse. Section 3 describes target hypothesis pruning and
feature selection. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. The experiments were
performed on twelve video sequences containing a range of tracking situations including several
with multiple mutual occlusions. The experimental results show that CFA can be used to design
a fusion selection criterion for a range of features and fusion operations that produces a
significant improvement in tracking accuracy. Section 5 presents our conclusions and future
plans.
2. Combination of Multiple Scoring Systems
In our work [10], [16], we have proposed a multiple hypothesis framework for
implementing and evaluating a variety of feature fusion operations, including score and rank
fusion combinations, for video tracking applications. In this paper, we revise and update that
framework and use it as a basis for our experimentation.
2.1 Score and Rank Functions of a Scoring System Module.
Let Dj = {d1,...,dn} ⊆ D be the labels of track hypotheses in the pool of n track hypotheses for
target j ∈ 1, ..,p generated by the collection of scoring systems. We will assume that each module
operates on the same pool of track hypotheses. This could be by use of a common hypothesis
generation stage [16], as in our case, or by the generation of a set of composite tracks [18].
The score function skj(d) assigns a real number to each d in Dj which is the score given by the
tracking module Mk to the candidates for the jth target. When treating skj(d) as an array of real
numbers, it would lead to a rank function rkj(d) after sorting the skj(d) array into descending order
and assigning a rank (a positive natural number) to each of the d in Dj. The resulting rank
function rkj(d)is a function from Dj to N={1,2,…,n} (we note that | Dj |=n).
In order to properly compare and correctly combine score functions from multiple scoring
systems (multiple features for a single sensor, or multiple items of evidence from multiple
sensors) normalization is needed. We simply adopt the following transformation from
s (d ) − smin
skj(d):D→R to s*kj(d):D→[0,1] where s*kj(d) = kj
, d ∈ D and smax=max{ skj(d)| d ∈ D}
smax − smin
and smin=min{ skj(d)| d ∈ D}.
2.2. Rank and Score Combinations
When given m scoring systems for a target j with score functions skj (d ) and rank
function rkj (d ) and k=1,2,…,m, there exist several different ways of combining the output of the
scoring systems, including score combination, rank combination, voting, average combination
and weighted combination. For the m scoring systems with skj (d ) and rkj (d ) , we define the
score functions sR and sS of the rank combination (RC) and score combination (SC) respectively
m

[

]

m

[

]

as: sR(d) = ∑ wk rkj (d ) , and sS(d) = ∑ vk skj (d ) . For this paper, we will define wk= 1
k =1

k =1

m

and

1
vk=

σ k2

∑

m

1

1

where σk2 is the variance in skj . That is, the rank combination is an average rank

σ k2

combination, and the score combination is a Mahalanobis combination. We choose this score
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combination because of its connection to the Bayesian formulation, and its widespread use in
tracking.
As we did before, sR(d) and sS(d) are sorted into ascending and descending order to obtain
the rank function of the rank combination rR(d) and the score combination rR(d), respectively.

2.3. The Rank-Score Graph of a Scoring System Module
Recently, Hsu and Taksa [11] characterize the relationship that an expert habitually
produces between score and rank as the rank-score functions and the graph of that function as the
rank-score graph (Fig. 2.1); the graph of a monotonic function f that relates the rank and score of
a set of candidates. Let s : D → R, where s(d) is the score of candidate d in the set of candidates
D. Let r : D → N, where r(d) is the rank of candidate d when the candidates are ordered
according to their score. Then, the rank-score function f is the composite of s and r defined as f :
N → R, where
f(i) = ( s o r -1)(i) = s(r -1(i)).

Score

By our definition of rank, a rank-score function has to be monotonic non-increasing.
However, the shape of the graph can be different for different experts and is a characteristic of
that expert’s approach. So, the expert who assigns scores in a linearly decreasing fashion will
have a linear rank-score graph (e.g., Fig. 2.1 (f2)). The expert who habitually assigns high scores
to a large subset of its top ranked candidates will have a graph that is not a straight line, but has a
low slope for the top ranked candidates and a higher slope for the remainder. The concave-down
graph f 3 in Fig. 2.1 is an example of this. A third class of
scoring behavior is exemplified by f1 in Fig 2.1. In this
case, the expert habitually gives higher scores to a small
Smax
subset of its top ranked candidates and much lower scores
to the rest.
Hsu and Taksa [11] indicate that a diversity measure
f3
based on the rank-score graph can be used to determine
f2
whether a score or rank fusion will produce a better result.
f1
Hsu and colleagues have used the new paradigm for
diversity measurements between two scoring systems in a
1
variety of applications, including information retrieval
1
Rank
N
([11]), protein structure prediction ([13]), target tracking
Figure 2.1: Rank-Score Graphs
([8], [10] and [16]) and combinatorial fusion ([7] and
references). When the rank-score graphs of two experts
are very similar, then a score combination will produce the best fusion. When the rank-score
graphs are very different, then a rank combination produces the better result.

2.4. Diversity between Scoring System Module Characteristics.
Returning to the rank and score function definitions of Section 2.1, it is now possible to
define a set of rank-score functions. The rank score function for tracker module k for target j is:
fkj : N → R, fkj(i) = skj(rkj-1(i )) = score of track hypothesis d∈ Dj which has rank i
The rank-score graph of the scoring system module k for target j is the graph of the rank-score
function fkj.
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Different tracking modules will be affected to differing degrees. Hsu and Taksa’s results
[11] indicated that when the graphs for a target become sufficiently different, a rank fusion
operation will most likely perform better than a score fusion operation. Intuitively, this means
that the scoring behavior of the tracking modules have become sufficiently different that a
numerical combination would be biased. Thus, the rank-score diversity could be a useful
criterion for deciding whether to use a rank or a score fusion operation.
We compare the rank-score graphs from each scoring system module for each target to
determine which to use, and which fusion operation to employ. We define the difference between
two rank score graphs fA and fB as follows:
d ( f A , f B ) = ∑ ( f A (i) − f B (i))
i∈N

The results of Hsu and Taksa’s ([11]) indicate that for two modules A and B, when d( fA , fB) is
sufficiently large, then rank fusion will outperform score fusion for these two modules A and B.
In Section 4 we evaluate this proposition experimentally by looking at the combinatorial
combinations of the fusion operations and evaluating the relationship between this diversity
measure and a ground-truth based performance measurement. The results of this study will
demonstrate that this diversity measure is a useful criterion for selecting fusion operations.

3. Target Hypothesis Pruning and Feature Selection
We describe the importance of using the rank-score function in the combination of
multiple scoring systems for tracking in a scenario with repeated mutual target occlusion. In
particular we compare this heavy occlusion scenario with a much simpler, unoccluded tracking
scenario for two tasks important for feature combination in tracking: (a) target hypothesis
pruning, and (b) feature selection. We have shown that in the heavy occlusion scenario, using
rank and score combination has distinct advantages in target hypothesis pruning (Hsu and Lyons
[9], Hsu et al. [10]). On the other hand, we have also shown that the rank-score function and the
variation of the rank-score function among individual scoring systems can be used to select
features which improve the rate of false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) of the combined
scoring system (Hsu and Lyons [9]).
Track Hypothesis Pool: Two Occluding Targets

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

Score

Score

Track Hypothesis Pool: Single Unoccluded Track

0.4
0.2

0.4
0.2

0

0
1

38 75 112 149 186 223 260 297 334 371 408 445 482 519 556 593 630 667 704 741 778 815 852

Track Hypothesis Number i for Hypothesis di

1 49 97 145 193 241 289 337 385 433 481 529 577 625 673 721 769 817 865
Track Hypothesis Number i for Hypothesis di

(a) Single, Unoccluded Target
(b) Two Partially Occluding Targets
Figure 3.1: Typical Score Distributions for Two Tracking Scenarios
Hsu and Lyons [9] explored some of the theoretical implications of rank versus score in
tracking. Figure 3.1 below shows examples of typical track hypothesis score distributions for two
tracking scenarios. The graph data were collected with the RAF tracker [10] using the position
tracking feature module (tracking the location of the centroid of each foreground region). The
track hypothesis pool was logged in each case after tracking had proceeded for approximately 15
frames. The distribution in Fig. 3.1(a) was produced by tracking a single, unoccluded target, a
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person walking. The distribution in Fig. 3.1(b) was the result of tracking two targets that engaged
in repeated mutual occlusions, two people walking as a couple. Hsu and Lyons note that for these
two cases of typical tracking scenarios, the single target tracking scenario produces a greater
variance in scores, because the scoring system can distinguish good target hypotheses. For the
crowded tracking scenario, there is less variance observed, because the scoring system has
difficulty distinguishing good and bad hypotheses; the correct choice of target is less clear cut.

3.1 Target Hypothesis Pruning:
Hsu and Lyons [9] propose that the track hypothesis probability distributions are different
in these cases. They propose the track hypothesis probability histograms ha and hb in Fig. 3.2 as
typical for scenarios such as those in Fig 3.1(a) and Fig. 3.1(b) respectively (where the vertical φaxis is frequency and the horizontal p-axis is probability of a track hypothesis). By definition of
1

1

ha we note that approximately ∫ ha ( p )dp = ∫ hb ( p )dp. Let pc be the value of p when ha and hb
0

0

intersect. In our example graphs, pc is close to 0.5. The histogram ha reflects that there are fewer
hypotheses with good scores (to the right of pc) than other hypotheses with clearly worse scores
(to the left of pc). On the other hand, hb has similar numbers of hypotheses with good and bad
scores. Based on this proposition, they then show pruning the pool of tracking hypothesis D has a
much greater effect on the variation in ranks in a crowded tracking scenario (Fig. 3.2 (b)) than in
a sparse tracking scenario (Fig. 3.2 (a)).
The graphs in Fig 3.2 are used to derive the rank-score graph associated with the scoring
system for each of the two scenarios. The rank of a track hypothesis is related to its score
(probability) and the score (probability) histogram as follows:
1.0

1

x=s

s

r ( s ) = ∑ h( x) ≅ ∫ h( x)dx
The rank functions ra and rb for ha and hb respectively in Fig. 3.2 can be derived in this fashion
and graphed against score to yield the rank-score graphs fa and fb in Fig. 3.3. From the rank-score
graphs in Fig. 3.3 it can be shown (see [9] for details) that if a probability cutoff px is used to
prune the track hypothesis pool, then as long as px > pc this will produce a greater variation in
F
r
e
q

(a) φ=ha(p)
(b) φ=hb(p)

φ

1

fb

px

fa

pc

φ0

0

pc
px
Probability p

1

Figure 3.2: Frequency of Probabilities
for Track Hypotheses in
(a) Sparse Scenario, and (b) Crowded Scenario

0

1

Rank r

N

Figure 3.3: Rank-Score Graphs fa and fb
derived from probability histograms ha
and hb respectively
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ranks in the crowded scenario (fb in Fig. 3.3) than in the sparse scenario (fa in Fig. 3.3). This is
apparent from Fig. 3.3 since fa has a steeper slope than fb in the interval px > pc and f b -1(pc) - fb 1
(px) > fa -1(pc) - fa -1(px). As previously mentioned, Hsu and Taksa [11] shows that the variation
of the graph of the rank-score function between two experts has impact on whether a rank
combination or score combination produces a better result. Hence, these results illustrated that
for a crowded scene, the benefit of score based fusions and of rank-based fusions will vary
depending on the hypothesis pool pruning threshold. This explains why in crowded tracking
scenarios, working with rank and score combinations has distinct advantages, because the same
score probability cutoff px produces more variations in rank in fb than that in fa. So in that case,
working directly with rank combinations can produce a more accurate result.

3.2 Feature Selection:
In Hsu and Lyons [9], they also examine the implication of rank versus score in selecting
features for fusion when tracking in a crowded scenario. That is, restricting our attention to Fig
3.2(b) but considering more than one scoring system. They note that fb in Fig. 3.3 is the typical
form of the rank-score graph in this case as related to hb(p) in Fig. 3.2 with the tracking scenario
for occluded targets in Fig 3.1(b) . However, a given scoring system will vary from this typical
case, and may produce a rank-score graph that curves above or below this ‘ideal’ case. This is
shown in Fig. 3.4, where hb1 and hb2 are the histograms for two different scoring systems when
1

tracking in the crowded scenario. We note again that since

1

∫h

b1

0

( p )dp = ∫ hb 2 ( p )dp
0

approximately, the up-down curve properties of hb1 and hb2 have to be opposite. This leads to the
rank-score graph of fb1 and fb2 respectively in Fig. 3.5.
The feature selection problem can be phrased as: given the scores for each hypothesis for
each feature, which features should be fused to produce the best performing result. Lyons and
Hsu [9] use the number of false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) associated with the
combination as their criterion for evaluating performance. They show that if scoring systems
with complementary rank-score functions f1 and f2 are combined so that they produce a
combination with a rank-score function that is more similar to fb of Fig. 3.3, and Fig. 3.5 then
this will minimize the false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) associated with the
combination with respect to fb.
A concave-up rank-score graph, such as fb1, assigns fewer ranks to the top scoring tracks
and many to the lower scoring tracks, whereas a concave-down rank-score graph, such as fb2,
assigns many ranks to the top scoring tracks and few to the lower scoring tracks. Hsu and Lyons
[9] refer to concave-up and down members of this family as complementary graphs. The rankscore graphs for the two scoring systems shown in Fig. 3.4 lead to the rank-score graphs shown
as fb1 and fb2 in Fig. 3.5, and these are complementary rank-score graphs.
In general, two rank-score graphs won’t be perfectly complementary as above, but if the
rank-score graph of the combination is closer to the rank-score graph fb of Fig. 3.3, then the FPs
or FNs will be reduced. Details of this phenomenon can be found in Hsu and Lyons [9]. Hence in
choosing a subset of features to fuse when tracking in crowded tracking scenarios, selecting
features with complementary rank-score graphs will produce a result that minimizes false
positives and false negatives.
Note that trackers with complementary rank-score graphs should be distinguished from
trackers whose output is negatively correlated or independent. The latter is a relationship
between the scores (i.e., the score function s(d) for d in D, the set of all track hypotheses) the
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trackers assign to a specific track. However, the former is a relationship between scoring
behaviors (i.e., the rank-score function f(i) for i in N={1,2,…,n} and |D|=n ), irrespective of the
track being scored. Trackers may be correlated, negatively correlated or independent and still
have complementary rank-score graphs. This gives our rank-score characteristic approach a
distinctive advantage of characterizing the scoring behavior difference. It leads to a new
approach to the quantitative and qualitative study of diversity among multiple scoring systems.
F
r
e
q

fb

1

φ=hb1(p)

φ

fb2

φ=hb(p)

φ0

fb1
φ=hb2(p)
1

0

Probability p
Figure 3.4: Histograms for two complementary
scoring systems (hb1 and hb2) in the crowded
scenario.

0

1

Rank r

N

Figure 3.5: Rank-Score Graphs derived
from histograms hb1 and hb2 respectively

4. Experiments
In this paper, we present two types of experimental results:
(1) Type I: These show that for crowded scenes, allowing a mix of score combination fusions
and rank combination fusions can produce a significantly better tracking result. However, the
experiments do not say how to choose operators to produce the improvement, only that the
improvement is possible. These are in Section 4.1.
(2) Type II: These are the same as Type I except that we incorporate the rank-score graph
information for selecting between fusions. They demonstrate that the difference of rank-score
graphs criterion, proposed by Hsu and Taksa [11] as a diversity measure, is an effective way
to select which fusion operation to perform. These are in Section 4.2.
We obtained ground truth information for twelve video sequences showing a variety of targets
moving in indoor and outdoor scenes. The targets are not always easily separated from the
background or each other, and in many sequences, they are close enough to each other to cause
recurrent partial occlusions. The 12 video sequences used in the experiments were categorized in
terms of whether they were indoor (shot in a large room) or outdoor (shot from a second story
window looking onto a busy campus), how many targets were in the sequence, whether those
targets crossed one another, and whether they were close enough to each other to cause recurring
partial occlusions (overlapping, moving as a crowd) (see Lyons and Hsu [15] for more details).
However, in each sequence, some targets can be separated most of the time, unlike the dense
crowds studied in [21]. Ground truth was obtained by having a human observer go through the
video sequence frame by frame and annotate the position of each target.
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4.1 Mixed Combinations
In the first experiment, the RAF tracking system [10][16] was modified to carry out two fusion
operations, a score fusion and an average rank fusion. In each case, the top m=30 tracks produced by
tracker were evaluated against ground truth using a Mean Sum of Squared Distances (MSSD):
1
∑∑ ( gpi − tpij ) 2
nm j i

where gpi i=1..n is the ground truth sequence of target centroid image locations and tpij, i=1..n, is the jth
best track’s sequence of target centroid image locations. In addition, the top 30 tracks were examined to
see which fusion operators had been used. The implementation and results of this experiment are

presented and discussed in Lyons and Hsu [15] as RUN1 and RUN2 and not repeated here for
brevity.

4.2 Selection of Combination using the Rank-Score Characteristics
Hsu and Taksa [11] have described how the difference in rank-score graphs can
be used to guide whether a sum of score fusion or rank fusion will produce a better result. We
will employ a simple measure of the difference as the variation of the rank-score functions. We
define the difference between two rank-score functions fA and fB as follows for trackers A and B:
d ( f A , f B ) = ∑ ( f A (i) − f B (i))
i∈N

In our implementation we have three features. Let ft be the rank-score graph for tracker t. We use
the largest absolute difference between any two of the three features for selecting fusions:
δrs = MAX | d(ft1, ft2) | for t1≠t2
Seq.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

RUN2
Score fusion
MSSD Avg. MSSD Var.
1537.22
694.47
816.53
8732.13
108.89
61.61
23.14
2.39
334.13
120.11
96.40
119.22
577.78
201.29
538.35
605.84
143.04
339.73
260.24
86.65
520.13
2991.17
1188.81
745.01

RUN3
Score and rank fusion
using ground truth to select
MSSD Avg. MSSD Var.
1536.65
695.49
723.13
3512.19
108.34
60.58
23.04
2.30
332.89
119.39
66.9
12.91
548.6
127.78
500.9
57.91
140.18
297.07
252.17
84.99
440.98
2544.69
1188.81
745.01

RUN4
Score and rank fusion using
rank-score function to select
MSSD Avg. MSSD Var.
1536.9
694.24
723.09
3511.41
108.89
61.61
23.14
2.39
334.138
120.11
67.28
13.38
577.78
201.29
534.3
602.85
142.33
294.94
258.64
85.94
470.27
2791.62
1188.81
745.01

Table 4.1: MSSD Results for Type II Experiments
Lower MSSD implies better tracking performance.
The null hypothesis in our type II experiments is that this maximum difference of rank-score
graphs is the same for fusion events where the score fusion produced the better results as for
fusion events where the rank fusion produced the better result. If we disprove the null hypothesis,
then this maximum difference is a useful criterion for selecting between fusion operations.
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In the final phase of this experiment, we identify a threshold value for the maximum difference
measurement using 8 of the 12 video sequences through the tracker but now using the maximum
difference measurement (rather than the ground truth measurements) to select fusion operation.
In addition, we run the tracker on 4 additional video sequences that were not used in the selection
of the threshold operation. We compare the MSSD results obtained this way with those from the
first experiment.
The ground-truth guided combination of score fusion and rank fusion (RUN3) of the type
I experiments) was repeated, and the average and variance of the maximum difference of rankscore graphs was calculated separately for score and rank fusions for the four video sequences
for which RUN3 showed a significant improvement (sequence 2, and sequences 6-8) in the Type
I experiments. The average value of the difference for the score fusion operator, δrs = 0.05, was
then selected as a threshold value for this second set of experiments. If the variation between the
rank-score graphs is less than or equal to δrs then a score fusion is used, otherwise a rank fusion
is applied. All 12 video sequences were run, and the MSSD performance figures collected. The
results are shown in Table 4.1 labeled as RUN4.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The results in this paper present a data-driven, combinatorial fusion analysis approach to the
problem of multitarget video tracking with occlusion. Our CFA approach differs from other
approaches to the problem of fusion for video tracking in that it is data-directed and makes no
assumptions about the characteristics of the targets. Unlike statistical or physical modeling
approaches, it does not try to model the non-linear relationship between video features and target
states during repeated mutual occlusions. Unlike heuristic approaches, the combinatorial fusion
approach, being data-driven, has a quantifiable performance. Our tracking framework considers
each feature measurement to be a separate scoring system on the set of target track hypotheses,
and scoring behavior was characterized by the rank-score function. Two fusion operations were
considered, an average rank fusion, and a Mahalanobis score fusion. In this paper, we proposed a
measure of diversity d( fA , fB) between two scoring systems (cues, features or tracking systems)
A and B which is equal to the sum of differences between the two rank-score functions fA(i) and
fB(i) across all ranking orders i in N. The measure of performance we used was the mean sum of
squared differences (MSSD) between a hypothesized track and the ground-truth for the track, as
established by a human observer. When comparing the performance of two fusion operations, we
look at the average MSSD produced by the top 30 track hypotheses for each fusion. The one with
the lower result was considered the fusion with better performance.
Out study suggests several issues and directions for future work. These include:
(1) Evaluation of performance: The MSSD measurement is used in this paper to evaluate the
performance of a scoring system. In general, given two scoring systems, A and B, we like to
find a criterion (or criteria) to predict the improvement of the combined scoring system
C(A,B). In this regards, the combination C(A,B) is seen as a positive case if the performance
of C, P(C), is greater than or equal to the performance of A and B (i.e., P(C) ≥
max{P(A),P(B)}). Otherwise it is a negative case [26]. See [8] for more results.
(2) Measurement of diversity: The difference of the rank-score functions fA and fB of two scoring
systems A and B was used in this paper to represent the scoring diversity between A and B.
That is, d( A, B) = d( fA , fB). We will explore the possibility of using the rank functions, rA
and rB, or the score function, sA and sB, and their variances d(rA , rB ) or d(sA , sB ) as diversity
measurements respectively. The diversity d( A, B) = d(rA , rB ) was used in the information
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retrieval domain and d( A, B) = d( fA , fB) in virtual screening and drug discovery [26] and
protein structure prediction [13] (see also references in [7]).
(3) Diversity of rank-score function: In this paper, we applied CFA to each target at each frame,
Fi, i=1,2,…, f. Our performance results and comparisons were based on averaging the
MSSD’s over all the frames. We will, in future work, explore the diversity d(A,B) between a
pair of scoring systems (cues, features or systems) across all frames of a tracking sequence.
This will have to be done off-line on stored video sequences. However, exploring diversity
along this dimension might shed some light on the variation between different cues, features
or tracking systems in the long run. Let F = {F1, F2, …, Ff } be the set of frames in a video
sequence. Let A and B be two cues, features or systems in the set of scoring systems C = {C1,
C2, …, Cm}. The diversity score function defined on F, s(A,B)= ∑ | f A ( j ) − f B ( j ) | , where j is
j∈N

in N = {1, 2, …, n}, n=|D| and D = {d1, d2, …, dn} is the set of tracks, and fA and fB are the
rank-score functions of the scoring systems A and B respectively. It would lead to the
diversity rank function r(A,B)(Fi) if we sort s(A,B)(Fi) into descending order. The diversity
rank-score function f(A,B)(Fi) is:
f(A,B)(j) = ( s(A,B) o r(A,B) -1)(j) = s(A,B) (r(A,B) -1(j))
where j is in F* = {1, 2, …, f }. The diversity rank-score function was defined and studied in
the CFA framework ([7], [13]). Even though this measurement has to be calculated off-line,
on a stored sequence of frames, it allows the diversity between two features across all frames
to be studied. It is frame independent and may be more accurate when used in subset
selection among cues, features or scoring systems for combination and fusion.
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